About Me

• Born in Russia
• BA in Bioengineering
• MA in Electrical Engineering: Embedded systems
• 2 years work on development of wearable medical devices
• Research interests: ubicomp, sensors, wireless comm

• 1st year grad student in Media Lab Responsive Environments
Goal: making brainstorming more effective
Brainstorming Using Whiteboard

Distilling ideas

More collaborations

Criticism
Previous Work

NOOT, 2011

IdeaVis
Idea Spheres

- Distilling: can be physically manipulated
- Everyone has access
- Physical things are criticized instead
Operation

Idea!
Operation
After set time two scenarios can happen…
Operation

Case 2: idea is saved
Operation

Case 1: idea expires – sphere is recycled
Idea Spheres

It is a RFID tag
Sphere Launcher

Antenna

Microphone

CPU
Thank you, questions?